Arcadia Mission # 356

Nick:
Mission Summary - Stardate 10603.06
 
Nick:
The I.O. Crippled as it is, and lost in an unknown galaxy with no indication of the Milky Way anywhere in the night sky, has been towed to the home planet of the Jatravartids.
 
Nick:
The Black Hole that was opened when the I.O. Emerged in this galaxy has been seen as the Jatravartids people as an act of war.
 
Nick:
Captain Martin has attempted to explain to the Jatravartids that it was an accident that brought them there, and on trial the Captain, CNS and TO have had their minds probed by the aliens to attempt to verify their story. The probe was particularly painful for the 2 betazoids, but in the end all 3 crew members on trial lost consciousness
 
Nick:
Meanwhile under the command of Commander Archen, teams are working triply hard to make repairs to the I.O.
 
Nick:
Damage includes, but is not limited to the following:
 
Nick:
1. The Port Nacelle was sheared off and then later sucked into the black hole.
 
Nick:
2. The massive energy drain that occured when the ship was sucked through the black hole has destroyed the dilithium crystals and almost completely depleted antimatter storage
 
Nick:
3. one of the fusion reactors is burned out
 
Nick:
4. The Deflector dish has been half destroyed
 
Nick:
5. The Breen weapon is fried and as it was only hodgepodged in there anyway, nobody will likely ever be able to fix it
 
Nick:
6. Hull Breaches on about a 3rd of the hull
 
Nick:
7. On the bridge, the tactical station, the main view screen, science stations 1 and 2, the engineering station, and the ops station have been destroyed
 
Nick:
<<<<<<<<<< Resume "Sloth", Part VIII >>>>>>>>>>
 

CMO Burton:
::Enters engineering:: XO: Where do you need me sir?
 
EO Michilson:
::maneuvers his way through what's left of a JT, dodging this or that conduit looking like it might be tempted to explode all over the place::
 
Nick:
ACTION: The TO and CNS wake up in some sort of hospital, near them they can see another biobed where the captain is still unconscious. The first thing the TO notices is that he has 2 arms... and both of them are natural. The place where is artificial arm used to be now has a real arm, slightly weaker then the artificial arm, but it has strength normal for a betazoid.
 
XO Archen:
*EO*: I've finished with Life Support, I want you to make your way to communications and sensors and try to get them online please.
 
EO Michilson:
*XO*: On my way there now, sir. ::pops open the access hatch near latteral sensor control as he speaks::
 
CNS Rose:
@::wakes looking around::
 
TO MJDoole:
@::checking new right arm over:: ~~~CNS: What did they do to me? Come check this out.~~~
 
Nick:
@ <Jatravartids Doctor> TO,CNS: Ah you are awake. Good, good. TO: We noticed you were missing one of your arms, so we grew you a new one.
 
XO Archen:
CMO: Umm, lets work to bring shields and Primary power back online
 
EO Michilson:
::pulls his tricorder loose, and starts tracing access lines to at least generalize the damage... we'll get specific later::
 
@TO MJDoole:
::surprised:: Jatravartids: You did what?
 
CNS Rose:
@Jatravartids Doctor: what do you mean by grew do you have technology that allows you to do that? ::gets off the Biobed and walks over to Doole to look at his arm::
 
@ Vestis:
TO: Allow me to introduce myself, I am Doctor Vestis, you are in the finest hospital we have.
 
CMO Burton:
XO: Aye sir. ::Begins to look for a place to start working on the primary power in the mess he sees::
 
@ Vestis:
CNS: Yes, it seems he has been without his arm for a long time, I'm guessing that means you do not posess the technology to genetically grow a new apendage?
 
EO Michilson:
::plops his toolkit down beside him, and detaches a nearby access panel, beginning to crosswire some of the less damaged circuitry... this'll take one hell of a bypass::
 
TO MJDoole:
@ ::wiggling fingers and flexing arm:: Vestis: No, we don't. Exactly what did you do?
 
XO Archen:
::checks his diagnostic analysis:: CMO: Looks like the reactor that powers impulse is down, the flow regulator is out entirly and it has shut itself off entirely. We should have at least one eplacement in storage.
 
 
XO Archen:
CMO: I need to know just what it was that you saw when the Captain, counselor, and the Tactical officer disapeared, it may be important.
 
EO Michilson:
::disconnects a few isoliniar chips that look more like partially melted chocolate, and routinely begins to replace them::
 
TO MJDoole:
@Vestis: Don't get me wrong. I am extremely grateful. Just very amazed is all.
 
CNS Rose:
@:: looks over Doole's arm carefully:: ~~~TO:It looks completely normal donno how they did it but they did~~~
 
 
TO MJDoole:
@~~~CSN: I'll test the strength off it later. Check on the Captain~~~~
 
CMO Burton:
XO: It appeared they were transported of the bridge. I don't think they were expecting it and I can only assume they were taken to the planet's surface.
 
Vestis:
@TO: We read your DNA to find out how your arm should have grown out naturally ::presses a button on the wall and a hologram of Doole without his arm appears in the room:: then we just started the process and sped the process up to grow your arm back. How have you functioned without an arm for so long?
 
TO MJDoole:
@::gets off bio bed and stands looking at hologram::
 
CNS Rose:
@::Walks over to the CO to make sure she is ok::
 
EO Michilson:
::carefully closes the access panel, and moves to a nearby console, attempting an initialization subroutine::
 
CMO Burton:
::Begins to look in storage for something marked flow regulator::
 
Vestis:
@CNS: Your Captain will be fine, the two of you woke up earlier because of your strong psi factor in your brain, it allowed you to throw off the efects of the mental probe more quickly.
 
CNS Rose:
@Vestis: I do hope that you found what you were looking for with the Probes.
 
CMO Burton:
XO: I assume it was a transport anyhow, although it was different from Starfleet's. It was purplish almost violet in color.
 
Vestis:
@TO: We noticed you use a device to allow you to see, while your genetic code doesn't seem to contain sequences to allow us to regrow your eyes naturally, we might be able to alter your DNA and repair your eyes if you wish
 
CMO Burton:
::Pulls out what looks like a flow regulator::
 
TO MJDoole:
@Vestis: I didn't. A long time ago, I got caught in an explosion, and part of a panel severed my real arm off. It was then replaced by an anroid mechanical arm, which is what I had until a few weeks ago when it broke it two.
 
EO Michilson:
::curses lowly, and begins the procedure of a level 1 diagnostic::
 
TO MJDoole:
@Vestis: No thank you. I like my eyes just the way they are, thanks.
 
Vestis:
@TO: An android arm? That must have been inconvenient.
 
TO MJDoole:
@Vestis: Not really.
 
XO Archen:
CMO: Purple? ::thinks:: What you mean like when the Wiesen delegation disappeared?
 
 
CMO Burton:
XO: No sir when the Captain was taking, but now that you say that, they were extremely similar if not identical to when the delegates disappeared.
 
TO MJDoole:
@Vestis: I got used to it.
 
TO MJDoole:
@Vestis: This....however...it's...it's....nothing short of a miracle.
 
 
XO Archen:
CMO: That worries me, if it is them they warned us to never interfere with them ...
 
EO Michilson:
::continues the diagnostic, moving carefully over the area he's just repaired, and continuing::
 
CMO Burton:
XO: Well sir, we certainly didn't do it by choice.
 
TO MJDoole:
@CNS: How are you doing, by the way?
 
Vestis:
@TO: It's not quite a miracle, no Jatravartid has had a mechanical body part in over 2,000 years
 
CNS Rose:
@TO: I am fine
 
CMO Burton:
::Begins to work on removing the regulator as he reads over the technical orders on how to proceed::
 
EO Michilson:
::shakes his head, and performs the same diagnostics on the other arrays, figuring this could be a very messy repair job indeed::
 
Vestis:
@CNS,TO: In any case, I've been asked to tell you when you wake up that the mental probe confirmed your story. I can return all 3 of you to your ship if you wish, a delegation of engineers will be showing up on your ship to help with repairs and to discuss with you about what has happened here with the black hole.
 
XO Archen:
::walks over to a LCARS terminal and activates internal comms:: *Ship Wide*: To all hands remaining onboard. Set alert condition one. All personnel are to proceed to the nearest secure locker or armory and arm themselves with personal phasers and rifles as supplies allow. Internal sensors can not be trusted report any sighting of intruders if any directly to Main Engineering. Thank you.
 
TO MJDoole:
@Vestis: I'd be real interested in hearing about how we get home
 
TO MJDoole:
@Vestis: Safely...that is
 
Vestis:
@TO: I am but a lowly doctor, I have no knowledge of what your story was
 
Vestis:
@TO: Or where your "home" is for that matter
 
Vestis:
@TO: As I said, there is a diplomatic detail who would like to meet with your first officer as soon as possible
 
XO Archen:
::heads to a nearby weapons locker gets a rifle, some extra power cells and grabs a phaser placing it in his uniform, also grabbing one for the CMO and tossing it his way::
 
TO MJDoole:
@Vestis: If I can contact my ship. I can see about arranging it.
 
CMO Burton:
XO: I truly hope it won't come to that. I don't think we could fend off an attacking force.
 
CMO Burton:
::Catching the phaser::
 
EO Michilson:
::hears the XO's announcement, and lets his latest diagnostic run while he arms himself::
 
XO Archen:
CMO: I hope so as well, but if its the same people that attacked Arcadia, I'd rather be armed Doctor
 
Vestis:
ACTION: Incoming hail to the I.O.
 
XO Archen:
::hears a console beep at the console that has been slaved for ops control::
 
CNS Rose:
@~~~TO:i think it best that we return to the ship. there is a lot to discuss and many repairs that are needed before we can return home safely. ~~~
 
XO Archen:
CMO: We have a Comm ..
 
CMO Burton:
XO: Yes sir. ::Puts the phaser away and continues to remove the regulator::
 
XO Archen:
::presses a button opening a channel::
 
EO Michilson:
::carefully isolates the two damaged arrays for later repair, and works to restore the other two, paying special attention to some barely recognizable chips::
 
CMO Burton:
::Waits to hear who the comm is from hoping for the best::
 
TO MJDoole:
@~~~CNS: Just a minute. ~~~ *I.O.*: This is Lieutenant MJ Doole. Is Commander Archen available.
 
XO Archen:
COM: Unknown: This is the U.S.S. IO, Commander Archen, of the United Federation of Planets ....
 
Peqresi:
@COMM: XO: Hello again Commander Archen. I've been asked to be the official emmisary to your crew of the Jatravartids people. May I come aboard and speak to you Commander? I will be bringing back your other crewmembers as well. We have much to discuss
 
XO Archen:
*EO*: Can you get my Visual communications online and route it to Main Engineering Mr. Michilson ..
 
TO MJDoole:
@*XO*: Commander, This is Lieutenant Doole. The Jatravartids wish to help us with repairs to the I.O. and they have a diplomatic delegation that wishes to meet with you.
 
EO Michilson:
*XO*: I'm working on it, commander. You're only going to have partial sensor, contact, though... two of the arrays are beyond shot.
 
XO Archen:
COM: Peqresi: You took our crew, the Captain, our Counselor?
 
Peqresi:
@COMM: XO: We didn't take anyone Commander. They were the ones your crew selected to come down, and your transporters are damaged. We beamed them down as soon as your Captain said you were ready.

 
CMO Burton:
XO: You trust them sir?
 
TO MJDoole:
@::listenening to conversation:: 
 
XO Archen:
COM: Peqresi: One moment please... ::mutes audio a moment::

 
XO Archen:
CMO: No, I don't but, what choice is there? you have any other suggestions now might be the time for them ..

 
EO Michilson:
::finishes his repairs on the fixable arrays, and engages an initialization subroutine:: Self: Work, damn you... I've got a commander with a temper demanding it.
 
 
CNS Rose:
@::stands beside the CO::

 
CMO Burton:
XO: It might be inviting a raiding party on the ship. We might be able to rig one of ourselves to transmit and let ourselves be taken to the planet to see if the conditions they say are really true.
 
Peqresi:
@COMM: XO: I do not understand what is wrong. or why you delay, we have repair crews ready to help you repair your ship, and time is of the essence, if we are going to get you home, we don't have much time.
 
Peqresi:
@COMM: XO: Perhaps this will convince you what I say is true
 
XO Archen:
CMO: We are already undermand, and we can't stop them from boarding without shields as it is.
 
Peqresi:
ACTION: The TO and CNS appear in the purple light next to the XO and CMO, the CO appears on a biobed in sickbay
 
XO Archen:
::unmutes audio::
 
TO MJDoole:
XO: Hi there.
 
XO Archen:
COM: Peqresi: Alright 10 minutes in our Officers briefing room. It's just off the Bridge, think you can find it?
 
CMO Burton:
TO/CNS: are you alright?
 
TO MJDoole:
XO: A word with you if I may?
 
CNS Rose:
XO: Sir I believe the Jatravartids no longer see us as a threat
 
XO Archen:
*EO*: Get to Main Engineering as soon as you are able. I will need someone here soon.
 
CMO Burton:
::Looks at the TO's new arm::

EO Michilson:
::sighs, and packs up his things:: *XO*: Well, I've done what I can for the sensors... on my way back now.
 
TO MJDoole:
XO: I sense no ill will. There is no reason at this point not to trust them.
 
XO Archen:
CMO: Lets keep Bridge controls locked and command retained in Main Engineering for now how is that?
 
XO Archen:
ALL: Alright ....
 
TO MJDoole:
XO: I believe they are sincere in their willingness to help. Perhaps, they hold they key to getting home as well.
 
CMO Burton:
XO: Aye sir.
 
CNS Rose:
CMO: we are well the CO is still unconsciousness though, and they have the technology to regrow appendages
 
XO Archen:
CNS/TO: You alright?
 
XO Archen:
CMO: Get down to Sickbay and Check on the Captain thanks for your help. Here Doctor, but I think you may be needed in Suckbay.
 
EO Michilson:
::climbs through the JT's, and emerges in main engineering, moving over to where the XO stands::
 
TO MJDoole:
XO: Fine. Suggest you grant this diplomatic delegation an audience.
 
CMO Burton:
XO: On my way sir. ::Heads for sickbay::
 
TO MJDoole:
XO: I believe they hold the "key" as it were to getting home.
 
Peqresi:
COMM: XO: I shall see you shortly in your Observation lounge as you say commander, but please hurry, time is of the essence
 
EO Michilson:
XO: You wanted to see me, commander?
 
XO Archen:
TO: Indeed, stay here in Main Engineering, Bridge controls and operations have been transferred here. Please take over. CNS: You are with me lets get to the Officers Briefing room.
 
CNS Rose:
XO:yes sir
 
TO MJDoole:
XO: As you wish.
 
XO Archen:
EO: Help the TO here, I didn't expect him back so soon when I called you.
 
CNS Rose:
:follows the XO::
 
TO MJDoole:
EO: Report.
 
XO Archen:
::heads out from Engineering toward the Bridge::
 
EO Michilson:
::just nods to the XO:: TO: Well, we have communications obviously... sensors barely. The rest of the ship, sir... needs a serious visit to the ICU.
 
CMO Burton:
::Exits sickbay and immediately begins to examine the CO::
 
EO Michilson:
TO: Or at least 3 weeks in space dock.
 
Peqresi:
ACTION: moments after the XO and CNS arrive in the Observation Lounge Peqresi appears in the same flash of purple light.
 

Peqresi:
XO,CNS: Ahh Commander, Counselor, good, we haven't much time. First thing's first. The very spot where that black hole appeared once had a black hole over 200 years ago.
 
TO MJDoole:
EO: Well perhaps, if Commander Archen allows the Jatravartids to help, it should take that long. Meanwhile, let's see what we can do.
 
XO Archen:
Peqresi: Most humble greetings, the counselor says you mean well, I must thank you for treating the Tactical Officer Mr. Doole, that was most kind, I was not aware however that the Captain had been Injured prior to leaving the ship might I ask what happen?
 
CMO Burton:
::Watching the CO's readings above the biobed::
 
EO Michilson:
::nods:: TO: That's what I've been doing... just seeing what I can do, sir.
 
CNS Rose:
::finds the information about the Black Hole very interesting::
 
Peqresi:
XO: Your Captain is fine, she is merely sleeping off the effects of the mental probe that we used to verify your story as true. Counselor Rose and Lieutenant Doole woke up earlier because their Betazoid brains are more resilient.
 
XO Archen:
::takes a seat at the table gesturing with his hand to Peqresi to do the same::
 
TO MJDoole:
EO: Let's let the other engineers do their job. You can be of the most help, by assisting me in repair to our warp drive.
 
CNS Rose:
Peqresi: Has a black hole ever reappeared before?
 
Peqresi:
XO: Believe it or not, we closed the old black hole almost exactly the same way you did. The ship that attempted to close it was sucked in, much as yours was. We think that it linked with another black hole somewhere else, just as yours linked up with the collapsed black hole here and reopened it.
 
XO Archen:
::looks to the CNS for assurance:: Peqresi: alright.
 
Peqresi:
CNS: No, never, we think the reason you arrived here however is because the area of space was weakened by the previous existence of the black hole, so when you collapsed yours and were sucked in, you had to come out somewhere, so you re-opened this one.
 
CMO Burton:
::Working on stablizing the CO::
 
XO Archen:
Peqresi: We believe we have a way to collapse the black hole. I have to ask though, curious did the black hole only appear only just before we arrived or has it been there awhile?
 
Peqresi:
XO: Mere moments before you arrived. There are a couple things that we find interesting however from looking into the memories of your crew.
 
TO MJDoole:
:;begins the long repairs on the Warp Drive with the EO::
 
Peqresi:
XO: We think you may have encountered the descendants of the ship that we sent to close the original black hole.
 
Peqresi:
<<<<<<<<<< PAUSE >>>>>>>>>>
 
Peqresi:
<<<<<<<<<< Resume "Sloth" - Part VIII.5 >>>>>>>>>>
 
Peqresi:
XO: Your Captain and TO's memories include memories of people with technology that we believe to be of our origin, the ones that destroyed part of your station about a month and a half ago
 
XO Archen:
Peqresi: I'm glad you mentioned that, have you any idea why they would attack our station without provication, thaey gave us a very stern warning.
 
Peqresi:
XO: We can only speculate, remember that these aren't the same people who were part of our culture, they have been gone for 4 generations, these are the children, it's difficult to say how much their culture can have been changed by being lost for 4 generations
 
XO Archen:
CNS: you saw their technology, do you feel any danger allowing them to interface with our systems?
 
Peqresi:
XO: We believe that you were successful in collapsing the black hole in your galaxy when you opened this black hole and you arrived here, leaving a similar depressed but stable area of space on the other side, so you should be able to rest easy in the thought that at least your space station should be safe.
 
CNS Rose:
XO: No sir i feel though that their help is greatly needed if we are to get home safely or at all.
 
Peqresi:
XO: We also believe you can get home the same way you got here, by attempting to collapse the black hole on this side, you should recreate the black hole in your galaxy and exit on the other side, there's just one... small problem with this.
 
XO Archen:
Peqresi: We do need the repairs and as soon as we do repair the ship I do feel that we have a good shot at closing this black hole from both ends if we where to pass back through it. It's all a bit technical, but it may be our only way to get home. How did your people close the black hole the first time by the way, Peqresi?
 
XO Archen:
Peqresi: yeah closing it again .. I'd like to use our aft torpedo launchers to facilitate the collapse I've already thought of this but last time we used explosive warheads it made things worse our end.
 
CNS Rose:
Peqresi/XO: but recreating the black hole will open the one close to Arcadia Station we will need to be sure of a way to close it quickly after going through it.
 
Peqresi:
XO: Yes, we think torpedoes are the best way, but they shouldn't be actual torpedoes, you may recall what happened when you tried torpedoes before, a torpedo would risk opening both sides of the black hole, creating black holes 10 times as strong in both galaxies
 
XO Archen:
CNS: I definitely agree counselor.
 
Peqresi:
XO: Your chroniton pulse was highly effective in closing the black hole, and we used something similar 200 years ago. I would recommend creating a number of warheads, some on your ship, some on 2 of ours.
 
Peqresi:
XO: warheads designed to send a chroniton pulse in all directions simultaneously
 
XO Archen:
Peqresi: I want to continue to discuss your thoughts on this matter, in the mean time, I will allow your repair crews aboard to help with repairs. Counselor, I will expect that you will see to any of our guests needs?
 
Peqresi:
XO: If you dropped them behind you while you were inside the black hole, and we fired ours into the black hole just as it is collapsing once you are through, it might create a chroniton shockwave that you can ride through to the other side of the universe, and then close it from the inside.
 
XO Archen:
Peqresi: we have only had luck with chronotron particle radiation in bi-direction beams. I'm not sure we know how to rig them as omni directional explosives?
 
Peqresi:
XO: The problem is the longer we delay, the less likely that the other side of the black hole will be your Arcadia
 
XO Archen:
Peqresi: this ship wont survive another trip through, not yet .. we have no shields, the weapons are crippled and our warp core is completely drained sir.
 
CNS Rose:
XO:yes sir
 
Peqresi:
XO: And we don't have the resources to completely fix your ship easily. I think we should focus on the warheads, and on your shields and structural integrity. We can have several of our strongest ships surrounding you helping to collapse the black hole quicker, while letting your ship be the one sucked in. We'll have to repair your deflector array, and replace your antimatter and dilithium, we don't use matter/antimatter r
 
XO Archen:
::not sure he feels comfortable knowing they plan to shoot the black hole while the ship is still in it::
 
XO Archen:
Peqresi: I don't have much choice but to trust you, but I hope you will not be insulted if I require our engineering staff to approve your shield and structural integrity enhancements before we are ready to give a firm yes to the plan.
 
XO Archen:
Peqresi: I have one more issue of delicate matter, aside from the repairs.
 
Peqresi:
XO: We don't have time to enhance them beyond their normal capacity, only to repair them.
 
Peqresi:
XO: Plus you of all people will understand we are not eager to share technology with you that you are not ready for.
 
XO Archen:
Peqresi: our station computer accepted commands from your people when they attacked us, we have no defense to our computer core, and that bothers me greatly. I want to know how they could have bypassed our command systems so easily.
 
CNS Rose:
Peqresi: I have a request if you do not mind when we traveled through the hole much of our crew was injured.

 
XO Archen:
CNS: You have a point, Peqresi, there where others onboard that where injured yo did not take down ..
 
Peqresi:
CNS: Oh of course, your medical facilities were quite damaged in the travel through the black hole too, XO: Commander, our hospitals would be happy to see to your wounded, if you wish you can send your doctor with the injured to supervise their care and treatment
 
XO Archen:
Peqresi: if your medical staff could get with our Chief Medical Officer with a list you can treat in the time we have it would be appreciated.
 
XO Archen:
Peqresi: It's agreed then!
 
XO Archen:
::finally gives a smile off::
 
Peqresi:
XO: As for what our distant relatives did to you, I can only speculate as to why they did it or what you can do to protect yourself, some of their technology is antiquated by our standards, while others have developed in a different way that we are unfamiliar with, their ability to change their physical form at will for instance is not something we do.
 
Peqresi:
XO: However, this does bring me to a request my government has for you. We would like to send you back with a device you might be able to use to contact them once you are in your galaxy again. You can use the device to let them know we know about them, and give it to them as it will contain instructions on how we might work together with them to get them home again.
 
Peqresi:
CNS: It is possible our long lost brothers may have shown such an interest in your station because they sensed that your region of space was ripe for creating a tunnel back to our galaxy, it may be that they even tampered with the power unit you connected to your core.
 
Peqresi:
XO: In hopes that this very thing might have happened, though I dare say if they had been planning such an act, I bet they might be angry with you for closing the black hole before they had a chance to use it.
 
XO Archen:
::feeling it is not best to Press the matter he stands up:: Peqresi: We could probably do that Ambassador, perhaps the act of merely assisting them to get home will, reveal for us some answers.
 
CNS Rose:
Peqresi: You seem like an extraordinary race of people and we know so little about your culture I wish there were a way to learn more.
 
XO Archen:
Peqresi: that is a good point, wonder if it might be possible to transmit to them before we got home, so they should be prepared to come back?
 
Peqresi:
CNS: You too are an interesting race Counselor, your entire United Federation of Planets intrigues us. The Jatravartids aren't a member of any multi-race alliance.
 
Peqresi:
XO: I wouldn't risk it commander, I feel it is best that you collapse the black hole in your galaxy as soon as you go through, I also feel it is best if our brothers in your galaxy do not use the black hole to get back to us, as repetedly opening and closing the black holes may result in further instability, perhaps resulting in a black hole that cannot be closed.
 
Peqresi:
XO: We have plans for another possible way for them to come back.
 
Peqresi:
CNS: Counselor, perhaps you would like to come down to our planet while the repairs are underway, I'm sure we would love the opportunity to talk with you in detail about your culture. and share our culture with you.
 
CNS Rose:
XO: He is right. it would probably be best that they use the information we take to them hopefully that will ease some of the hostility they may have towards us.
 
XO Archen:
::looks at Ensign Rose:: CNS: It's up to you counselor, we have communications back up perhaps transporters after will be as well after we rerecharge the core crystals. We'll be sure not to leave without you
 
 
CNS Rose:
XO: It would be a great opportunity.
 
CNS Rose:
Peqresi: If i am not needed elsewhere then I would very much like that.
 
Peqresi:
CNS: Excellent. I can't wait to benefit from your knowledge.
 
Peqresi:
XO: Well Commander, I think we are pretty much settled here. I think we should get underway. I should return to the planet and coordinate with the engineering teams to send up here. CNS: If you wish, you can accompany me when I return to the planet.
 
XO Archen:
Peqresi: I will inform Main Eingineering to expect them.
 
XO Archen:
::offers to Shake the Ambassadors hand::
 
Peqresi:
::shakes the XO's hand:: XO: May this not be the last collaboration between our two peoples.
 
Peqresi:
ACTION: Peqresi stands up, and stands next to the CNS, the two of them glow purple and vanish
 
Peqresi:
<<<<<<<<<< PAUSE >>>>>>>>>>


